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CREBUNSETO Bif SiMisith 
Like to Make a coniment? You must be registered (it's free!) and signed in 

"ddlethoughts per your most impressive downloads. 

“@ Tmay'be wrong on this but my memory has it’that Insp. Sawyer was a 23 year 
veteran of the Dallas PD. And yet, he is approached by a man in the street 

minutes after the shooting who relates that he saw a man in the 6" floor window 

(SE corner of TSBD) w/ rifle, etc. ..What struck me about this was veteran police 

office Sawyer (allegedly) did not presence of mind to get his name! 

You noted that Sawyer radioed in interview w/ “unknown white man” at 12:44. 

What might be of interest to you if you have not dug it up was that while JFK was 

pronounced dead just minutes after 1:00 P.M. CST the Dallas PD hand Oswald in 

hand at 1:40 P.M. and were citing him as the assassin of JFK and Tippit and the 

gunman who wounded Connally. (Some remarkable police work for a force that 

moved Oswald at about 11:30 P.M. on Sunday or such after being warned in the 

wee hours of 11/23 that there would be an attempt on his life. (If you want the 

cite for the 1:40 indictment of Oswald let me know (if you do not already have it.) 

If it helps | would say go ahead with your case that Brennen was a washout as a 

witness. My own follow up from what | had in “Breach” does not have the 

documentation you have laid out here. The only thing that comes to mind is that 

Brennan, aside from Belin (who | suspected may have been “handholding w/ CIA) 

and Joe Ball were the only WC staffers who carried the Brennen banner up to the 

very end. 
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